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while at Studio Kura, Japan

Part academic, part tongue-in-cheek, Richards’ essays cobble 
together a vision of the DIY hobbyist laborer as a means of 
salvation from politics and alienation. 
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The modern “man” has only so many paths to travel. Once enlightened 
to an unnatural modicum his return from the mountaintop is not 
triggered by signs and portents, such as eagles dangling serpents, 
unless he is a morbid sports fan. Rather, his return is made in confusion, 
underpinned by the principles of “equity” and “low fixed rate mortgage.”  

S/he familiarizes himself with the eternal return: a banality of daily 
eternity measured in decades. By undertaking this new challenge, 
forsaking the joyful destruction of self for boredom, he works to become 
the everyman. He preps his basement, going-under to stock pile the tools 
of the last man. He shares wretched sidewalks amidst bicyclers and 
lawnmowers, amongst swollen strollers and leashed pets. He defers, 
but refuses to put a blue stripe or fish on his car. He is shyly, outwardly, 
normal. 

However, his late hours are un-channeled. He has escaped the 
meaningless chirping of flatulent birds at the mountaintop only to 
encounter the silence of good neighbors. His variable respite at dinner 
involves staring at the flickering shadows on the wall, leading to hours 
of vacuous entrancement. He is ashamed of the shallow pit of populism 
into which he daily descends. Stumbling dazed through regimented 
routine, he is shackled for all but a brief window from whence he can 
but stare into the light of the sun. The light swells the bland darkness 
trapped in his throat. He is forced, hacking, alone, into the garage. 

The Will to DIY
Ryder Richards, ala NietszcheChpter 1

“The	world	of	labor	is	confronted	as	one	of	
future	horror-	endless	and	trivial.”	

~ Benjamin Noys, “Malign Velocivties” p 93

This is the path of the abysmal overman: the laughing psychotic spitting 
his will into fine furniture. He is no slave. The ressentiment of suburbia 
has robbed him of mountain words, transforming his destructive 
creativity into excessive production. He has happily integrated with the 
maligned machine, despising and adoring nature as he reshapes it to 
his will. The new man is the conqueror, he who hand-planes ship-lap, 
he who hand-cuts dovetails. It is he who has taken the rejection of the 
world to move beyond the eternal, through the brutality of utilitarian: he 
has strangled the local cosmos into shape. A will to DIY.
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We, the laborer, have accepted the premises of the political economy. 
We have sunk to the level of commodity and indeed have become the 
most wretched of commodities; that the wretchedness of the worker is in 
inverse proportion to the power and magnitude of his production; that 
the necessary result of competition is the accumulation by the many, 
thus a blindness to the few hands responsible; that exchange devalues 
the worker as an ever-cheaper commodity while the product increases in 
value; that the product is alien to the producer; that a loss of the object 
and bondage to it is the ultimate estrangement. 

So much is the loss of realization the loss of object, the laborer loses 
labor, and in so doing his activity of production estranges him from 
himself. He therefore finds himself external to forced work, satisfying 
himself as an animal –drinking, fucking and fighting— to prove he 
belongs to himself. 

If I am alien to myself and my product is alien to me, the other is also 
alien... and must be my tormentor. 

Estrangement Therapy
Ryder Richards, ala Karl Marx, 

Benjamin Noys
Chapter 2

Karl Marx, Estranged Labor, 1844

The first step is awareness, then admittance, then despair…
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Asocial sociality

Artificial needs

Self-estrangement

Alienation of man, 

 from man

Accumulation of 

capital

Estrangement from 

nature

Alientated Labor
Trust me, this will lead back to 
the Chair. I am just “truing up” 
thte foundation. 

The means of production in our modern economy is obfuscated. We no 
longer see the stages of forest to factory worker, the hands underway 
during and after hours. We know not the full mechanism of design 
or delivery. We order and collect, our first object interaction followed 
by economic exchange. There may be no human involved. It is an 
intentionally frictionless exchange of object meeting desire.1

Society is conveniently removed from this exchange (except when 
showcasing the new as a means of stratified social relations.) The 
journey from inception to product, obfuscated under political necessity, 
removes production empathy and reduces market identity into novelty 
pornography, a disembodied (de-humanized) fetish.

Previously, there were markets -instead of only economy- and these 
still exist in the few margins of capitalism, such as small services and 
gray markets. Desire mediated through involvement of another human 
amplifies the relational community and local tastes, re-engaging 
humanity into the exchange process. Instead of blithe unknowing, in a 
human market we see and are seen: we are made aware of the labor and 
actions underway on behalf of our exchange. This shrinking market is 
expanding the human/object relation. 2

1 We will discuss friction more in the conclusion. (happy ending style, another small market 
venture.) ~ But also, the levels of product are staggered, where Home Depot’s post-processed 
goods is our equvalent to collecting “raw goods,” our new nature from which to gather 
resources. 
2 One might say “restoring” the human/object relation, yet we are so far beyond restoration. 

Chapter 2

Production
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The benefit of the loss of face-to-face markets and human relation in 
object purchase is increased privacy and a willingness to indulge in the 
weird/kinky/quirky while limiting potential for public scrutiny or social 
media attacks, attempting escape of social reprimand and potential 
ostracization. 

The invention of and subsequent acceptance of privacy as a “natural 
right” is vital for democratic, liberal capitalism to thrive, perhaps being 
intrinsically linked as emergent properties. These freedoms have 
released us from tyrannical institutional mandates on behavior, such 
as religion, some discrimination, dictatorial employers, nationality, 
and even our families. Yet, as privacy serves a purpose (expression 
of repression, increased individuation) alienation ensues and new 
communities must be found or forged.  

We may also consider what the new role of “natural rights” has become 
since “individuality” is now a commodified production skill set, wherein 
we can labor to produce identities for various platforms. In such a 
case, the role of privacy is not (only) to cultivate individuality, but an 
ideological framework (isolationist prison factory) from which one labors 
to export increasingly aligned character(s) for various forms of currency.3

3 Alignment to whichever voice best empowers the individual, from being an anti-
everything troll to a selfie diva, there is a tendency towards excess as a means to maintain 
attention, even an excess of purity and self-awareness, an excess of ‘wokeness,’ that aligns 
with existing pathos. The excess is most likely where the work begins. It is also the obvious 
manufacturing of a false self for an audience, developed in private and performed publicly 
for pay of some sort.

An Aside about Natural Rights 
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1 Walter Benjamin and Theodor Adorno “Aesthetic Theory” 
(p. 35) discuss “truth content,” which I loosely reference. This 
truth is only accessible throughcriticism. The art critic can 
thus be said, as Benjamin puts it, to ‘complete’ the work of art 
(or ‘destroy’ it). 
2 the “truth content” ida cannot be easily assimilated into any 
‘postmodernist’ position
3 Bruno Latour on “Network Theory” and Donna Haraway on 
post structuralism and Marxism. 
4 Jean-Francois Lyotard  “I say that our role as thinkers is 
to deepen our understanding of what goes on in language, 
to critique the vapid idea of information, to reveal an 
irremediable opacity at the very core of language. Language is 
not an “instrument of communication”; it is a highly complex 
archipelago composed of domains of phrases belonging to 
regimes.” Rules and Paradoxes, 1987, p. 218 
5 This is a slippery argument between production and the 
object, assuming the political and social ramifications of 
production are transferable to the object, primarily due to 
assumed trannsparecny of means of production.
6 It is similar Heisenberg’s “observer effect” in which the 
observer affects the experiment; we must be present and 
observant, whereupon we disrupt the world.

Work	while	you	work,	play	while	you	play	-	this	
is	a	basic	rule	of	repressive	self-discipline.	

~ Adorno, “Minima moralia” 1951, p130

The commodified object is a reduced form of relation. The relation 
can be re-expanded when the object is offered context as cultural 
consumable. Within a white-walled art space the object is granted 
the agency to convey a message, outstripping the limitations of the 
“object of desire” and manifesting a degree of actor agency. In this 
contextualized space, “the truth content of the work of art” is equal to 
its “capacity for critique,” but beyond truth the object becomes idea and 
participant in a broader network. 1, 2, 3 

There is no agency where there is no thought, no means of reflecting. 
Yet in art, the gallery space forms a relationship with the object, 
introducing the affirmation for speculation to a broader set of 
structures and behaviors (relations). 

This tenuous new network broadens, and collapses cognitariat labor 
(conceptualization) back into the object (product) as critique necessarily 
engages formal traits (physicality), re-emphasizing temporal and 
physical labor as means of production. Examining these traits reveals 
a high degree of “truth content,” or “power relations,” often more 
substantive than the manipulative “opacity of language” surrounding 
objects.4  As such, object/actor relations -when viewed through post-
structuralism or ANT-  is granted varied degrees of agency through a 
web of non-equal structured relations and access. Without a “gallery” to 
center this “agency” or “aura” it is often unseen, and so unmanifested.5 

In this fashion, agency is always potentially present, but only available 
when we work to produce it.6

Granting Agency
Ryder Richards, ala Karl Marx, 
Theodor Adorno, Jean-Francois 

Lyotard, Bruno Latour, via Solange 
Manche, Thjis Lijster

Chapter 3
So, we work to make the object (DIY chair) 
then we put it into a space where it’s utility 
is marginalized in favor of political critique. 
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However, the culture industry, by producing commodities
that can be the vehicle of messages, like films, makes products that 
can be, and are intentionally, endowed with powerful qualities of 
deception.     ~ Solange Manche on Adorno

“the culture industry is not among the least responsible for making 
them into masses and then despising them.”  ~ Adorno

“conformity has replaced consciousness”   ~ Adorno

“Art is directed towards truth, it is not itself immediate truth... By 
its relation to truth art is knowledge, art itself knows truth in that 
truth emerges through it.”     ~ Adorno

Adorno argues that art holds “truth” while entertainment’s message 
is “untruth.”     ~ “The Culture Industry”, 1944

In most action movies the “bad guy” displays prasie-worthy societal traits: he 
is ambitious, intelligent, organized, and he follows his dream, which is often to 
be rich. The “good guy” typically has circumstances happen to him, and he is 
reluctantly reactive. 

If the “object” is the passive protagonist, the critique is the “bad guy” that  
stimulates it into life. 

This is similar to Groys statement that we love to contemplate the active life 
while sitting on our ass in a theatre, instead of actually living it. In this way, 
the very principle of entertainment requires a level of passive acceptance by 
according rules of participation. 

Maybe the entertainment product is “untruth,” but the industry inevitably 
documents and feeds our hyporisy and fetishism as part of desire fulfillment. 
In a negative sense it is the truest critique.  

An anecdote about Entertainment: 

Chapter 3

Truth Content

Acceptance

Art

Entertainment

UnTruth

Galle
ry

Anywhere else

Critique
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The	devaluation	of	the	world	of	men	is	
in direct proportion to the increasing 
value	of	the	world	of	things.

~ Karl Marx, Estranged Labor

The chart to the left is a framework leading from the machine, and it’s 
removal of aura through replication and standardization, to the role of 
the Craftsman, who through disciplined ritual can attain machine-like 
traits, into which s/he can become, mometarily -during the process- a non-
political producer. Upon coming out of this ritual, zen-like state humanity 
re-asserts itself, lending all the libidinal and thymal impulses (as well as 
the cultural frameworks of commodification training) to re-engage and thus 
anthropomorphize and politicize the object, granting it agency and thus 
issuing a political citique on our engagement in the world, from whence 
capitalism re-centers (consumes) that arguement back into a non-auratic, 
consumptive.

A U R A

The machine removes aura

Through 
standardization 
and replication

The craftsmanThe artist

The human introduces aura

Makes the new  
political

Becomes 
machinic, to 

reduce variation 
and aura 

Increases 
variation through 
failure, emotion, 
and creativity

Poiesis Universal

Eros (Sex) Mimesis

Ritual 
Non-political

Political
Non-ritual

Thanos (Death)

Thymos (Rage)

the loss the production 

The Aura Wheel Legend

standardized
universal

craftsman
mimesis

emotive 
force

political 
agency

Caveat: 
The amatuer/human seldom reaches into the state of the craftsman, and I define DIY as amateur, not 
professional, thus lacking in the discipline and ritual to become non-politicized for prolonged periods. 

Displayed on several pages as an orienting guide
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2 Since dominant social classes have the ability 
to dictate cultural norms, Gramsci would say the 
cultural hegemony is reflected in what people 
assume is “common sense.” This is why the 
proletariat consent to living in chains: they assume 
a natural law dictates their abuse, i.e. “life is hard/
unfair, to say otherwise is naive/lazy.”

3 Mark Fisher’s “Capitalist Realism” paints a 
portrait of the dichotomy between the promises 
of capitalism to the debilitating daily drudgery 
that has increased suicide rates and chemical 
dependency, as well as the bloat of bureaucratic 
systems and the resultant ennui. 
4 See almost any episode of “Black Mirror”

1 John Rawls, discusses the advantages people have 
over each other are often “accidents of biology 
and history” or geography, “the inequalities of 
birth and natural endowment” must be “redressed” 
and dispersement of economic goods and services 
should be equally distributed. ~ Also referred to as 
“luck.”

2 ibid (I’ve always wanted to use that word.) 

3 “Labor of Leisure” by Chris Rojek, and similarly 
Adorno1, Groys2, Marx, and others speculate on 
off-hours entertainment, Rojek on the role of the 

1. Adorno, Theodor W. and Horkheimer,
Max. 1989. “The Culture Industry:
Enlightenment as Mass Deception” Dialectic of 
Enlightenment, pp. 120-167.
2. Boris Groys, “Going Public” 2010, pg 99
3. Karl Marx, “Estrangemed Labor”
4. G. A. Cohen “On the Currency of Egalitarian 
Labor”  

5 Commodity in the Marx sense: “appearing 
autonomous... with a life of it’s own” ~ as Adorno 
& Horkheimer discuss, “the culture industry” 
produces commodities that carry messages, 
products with powerful qualities of deception. 

“The individual mirrors in his individuation the 
preordained social laws of exploitation, however 
mediated.” ~ Adorno, “Minima Moralia” 1951 p148

“Hence we are all handymen: each with 
his	little	machines.”

  ~ Delueze & Guattari 
  Anti-Oedipus

After much time, maybe 150 years, we have dismissed class for identity; 
blithely skipping past notions of access to either heatedly bray for 
blind equality (luck egalitarianism) or coldly construct metrics of utility 
(economics of happiness).1 

The capitalist production in which we engage has manifested as internal 
scizhophrenia: a cultivated multiple personality disorder with redundant 
guide rails of cultural hegemony2, frighteningly legalistic and increasingly 
obstructionist bureacracy3, and socially regulated status affirmation 
mediated through toxic technological systems.4 As we work daily to 
facilitate our programmatic demise, we commodify our divergent, 
fractured personalities to best effect: enriched layers of socio-cultural 
produce.5

More ways of being is more marketed uniqueness, thus we increase our 
social utility. The future self is a series of curated, split selves used to 
best effect. 

Ryder Richards, ala Andrew 
Feenberg, Gramsci, Mark Fisher, 

Benjamin NoysDIY yourself
Chapter 3

1 See anecdote on Hobby v Egalitariansim (page ??) 

Once, to be someone was to do something, or in a more problematic instance, to 
own something: ownership is now commensurate with action. In a commodities 
system (First world), the cognitarian laborer selects (and purchases) identity from 
products. Curated style selection as personality. (Think gaming and alternate 
reality identities, think multiple social media accounts, think of shopping.)

No wonder DIY is an attractive identity: reproducing labor is too “costly” to 
casually replicate, thus it maintains a level of uniqueness difficult to abstract into 
style. 

pages 24-25
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We are always at work. 
When we come home from work, or while commuting, we are doing the work 
of curating the self for social status. Netflix or podcasts, makeup tutorials or 
woodworking. It is self-production by consumption and regurgitation, which 
argues in a circular fashion that self-production is a constant unmaking of self: the 
current self must be removed to make way for the new self. 

It is no accident that capitalism and identity politics are on the rise simultaneously. 
In the becoming of self, to be unique (ego) is to be deserving (id), and we have 
unparalleled access by which to fulfill desire and signal uniqueness through 
purchase, bypassing the difficult challenges of internal cultivation for the ease of 
external signifier. We are style curators, grasping at the “accidents of biology and 
history”1 as preset identity frameworks from which to establish difference. 

It is also no accident that no political unifying articulation has emerged to “redress  
the bias of contingencies in the direction of equality”2 because promoting 
difference certification undermines the very divisions we hope to overcome. There 
is an inherent flaw in promoting hyper-individuality: self-interested ego monsters 
don’t play well together. 

As DIY replaces “entertainment” time and the “hobby” fulfills what was once 
“chore” we have subverted production pain into pleasure, thinly disguised as 
socially lauded, frugal, faux-efficiency granting the consumer/producer the ability 
to generate a type of agency and cultivate space across political, class, and race 
divisions. 3

^ footnotes are located on the previous page
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1 “The concern of distributive justice is to compensate individuals for misfortune... Distributive justice 
stipulates that the lucky should transfer some or all of their gains due to luck to the unlucky.” ~ Richard 
Arneson, “Rawls, Responsibility, and Distributive Justice”
2 Elizabeth S. Anderson, “What is the point of Equality?” on G. A. Cohen’s “On the Currency of Egalitarian 
Justice” where he discusses the fulfillment of “expensive tastes” and “offensive tastes.” 
3 The academic left often generates progressive drift, out-progressing each other to the extent that the 
entire conversation tilts into the fantastical (ideal theory), pushing all conversations to extremes. As a 
research academic, perhaps to philosophize is better than to instrumentalize, such as Frederic Jameson in 
“An American Utopia.” It is argued by Tocqueville that we should maintain islands of culture outside the 
democratic “tyranny of the majority” that can protect the independence of mind, and as such, perhaps 
it is unfair to apply rationality to academics. Academia, once a bastion of scientific, factual debate, has 
become immersed in identity politics and power positioning through claims of injustice as a means to 
dominance, to paraphrase Anthony Kronman, former Dean of Law at Yale. In this case students learn 
to be “representatives first and free-agents second.,” which undercuts pursuits of truth and rationality 
(individualism) for conformism.
4 Another coinage of Rawls, in which we consider the perfect state filled with perfect, altruistic citizens
7 Friedrich Hayek, dismisses “social justice” as undefined, primarily used  as an instrument of ideological 
intimidation, most often for the purpose of gaining the power of legal coercion. ~ As a professor, when we 
wanted something, you issue all arguments in terms of “safety” and “for the kids,” which sabotages rational 
response as monstrous. 
8 1) Superficiality may always have been true, but education should lead us through Plato’s “world of 
appearances,” not amplify it. 2) Rebellion is against authority. Pleading permissions from a state that we 
belittle as corrupt and inept, is beyond contradictory signaling the pathos of an abusive relationship. 

Hobby and Equality
Chapter 3

When asking “what should equality look like in society?” Rawls thought 
exercise on the “veil of ignorance” and “lottery of birth” (where “luck” 
is unequally distributed in terms of race, class, geography, and wealth) 
are foundational. It is fairly universally argued that the state should 
legally guarantee rights so that if you are born with the worst of luck 
(misfortune) you will still have rights. 

There are various “conceptions of the good” that have played out since, 
where one might debate the citizen’s societal value and personal welfare, 
such as Mill’s utilitarian metrics of “high pleasures,” such as reading and 
the arts, and “low pleasures,” basically anything fun such as monster 
truck rallies and sex. 

More recently in the name of distributive justice1  G.A Cohen has asserted 
“equality requires that we compensate people for being temperamentally 
gloomy, or for being so incurably bored by inexpensive hobbies that they 
can only get fulfilling recreation from expensive diversions.”2 It is not our 
fault we have “expensive tastes” because we were born into it, so the 
state needs to equalize for this unfairness.3

This kind of compassionate “ideal theory”4 breeds dystopic nightmares. 
And misses the point of hobby. Hobbies are based on pursuing 
inequality outside of our productive labor hours, which is, apparently, 
the only time we have to be “human” and thus of great interest to 
economists, sociologists, academics, and philosophers.

By inviting the state to equalize our boredom or hobbies, we find our 
modern pathology is not access equality (i.e. access to food, health, 
voting), but “social justice.”5  We are not building reality, but taking delight 
in the production of grievance and manufacturing nuanced positions.

This reinforces two trends 1) the appearance of things has won over 
the world of things, and 2) our rebellions ask authority to grant us 
contentment.6 The best hobbies engage the real world and do not ask 
for permission: they escape the tyranny of oversight. 

Hobby’s role is participation by 
choice, reliant on actions instead of 
claims of fairness.  It is developed 
with dilligence, serving both as 
differenitator and community unifier. 
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Lo, the suburban man frothing in his Saturday 
garage gouges out his down-going, contemptful 
of those last men padding their bellies with little 
pleasures. Caught amidst the virtuous promoters 
of moderate health and happiness he risks his 
fingers, making danger his calling.

How to Lose Your Self

Rafael Malach, the nueroscientist, has done studies that show during a “flow 
sate” the mechanism in the brain that reports on a “sense of self” is repressed. 
This happens with complex tasks where one has to count visually, rapidly 
or focus on certain items to report them to the brain. Interestingly, Clint 
Eastwood movies can produce the same result, wherein the viewer becomes 
so engrossed their self-reporting mechanisms are suppressed. 

This biological fact of intensity or focus as a means to “escape the self” links 
the engaged practice of high-craftsmanship (machinic ritual) to passive 
entertainment (movies), both serving as a means to lose oneself. 

If we consider that our time outside of work, our hobby time, is our only time 
to be truly “human” with our pursuits, we spend much of it working to repress 
our sense of self. Paired with our increased labor for identity, this seems to 
signal an increasing antinomy wherein the more we build our self the more we 
retreat from it. 

Rafael Malach (2006) “When the Brain Loses itself” and 
“Perception without a Perciever”  
Thanks to Ned Block of NYU for this information. 

Trends over Facts

The immediacy of facts is their reification (social relations are perceived as 
inherent attributes, as solidification and signified symbol).

The old is always falling to the new, thus any new language instantly reifies 
the old, pushing it into outmoded or static, due to both understanding and 
novelty. New language kills current concepts, devalues them. 

An Aside:
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Excuses to be human (again) 

• A RETURN TO IRRATIONALITY: it does not make economic sense, 
despite the claims, and the utility/quality of DIY is marginal. 

• A RETURN TO THE BODY: we return to physical production for a 
complex set of reasons, not the least of which is a nostalgic image of 
productivity and sense of personal, observable fulfillment.

• TO ESCAPE FROM CAPITAL: to work on your own (rather than pay 
someone or go to IKEA) further embeds you with new skills, new 
knowledge and many trips to DIY stores... there is no escape. 

• A RETURN TO COMMUNITY: to participate in the online market of 
shared interests and knowledge (YouTube).

• A RETURN TO CITIZENSHIP: to sustain the ideological model of 
production, to take responsibility, to use your free-time working 
encourages the righteous model of productivity. 

• A RETURN TO NATURE: For the modern first worlder, nature is Home 
Depot, where we gather the post-processed products that are as near 
to processing natural materials as we get.

• TO COMMODIFY ONESELF: follow your passion into debt, become a 
slave to the capitalist feudal serfdom of producing human machines!

• TO SIGNAL IDENTITY: I am a builder, a fixer, a solver, and a doer. 
Marry me. Please, oh god, it’s lonely in this wood shop. 

• A RETURN TO GROWTH: A multi-dimensional person is formed 
through engaging alternate portions of body and brain, and you build 
character by retreating into productive challenge and pain. 

• A RETURN TO HUMANITY: Failure and struggle promotes empathy 
and rage, and success promotes lust. Superhuman feelings that don’t 
only come from work or the Internet.  

• APOCALYPSE TRAINING: A fatalistic ploy to pretend you need a 
reason to make stuff, an attempt to be manly for a world that no 
longer needs you. 

To DIY a Chair
Chapter 4 Chapter 4
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Anecdote about Complication

The “naked streets” movement removes all signage, signals, and stripes 
from roads. Instead of mayhem the accident and fatality rates drop to 
near zero. Since the driving experience is more dangerous each driver 
has to remain more responsible. Hans Monderman says “chaos equals 
cooperation,” forcing drivers to negotiate in diverse spaces. (networks over 
frameworks)

Sign removal could not work everywhere, but there is a difference 
between way-finding and authoritative directives, which create systems 
of bureaucratic behavioral standards that actually abdicate responsibility. 
If you know you are in the right, you don’t need to think, cooperate, or 
empathize. 

We typically work to lower our risk and anxiety, fighting for stability and 
contentment which promotes a gradual withdrawal into small circles and 
neophobia. However, to be a good citizen one must engage in friction, 
working to keep necessary conversations alive and question the “common 
sense” that promotes an unthinking status quo. 

As an aside, capitalist economies are frightfully complicated, and 
economists are more akin to astrologists reading daily horoscopes 
than scientists. It is important to note that to create complication is not 
necessarily to “add” to your life; as proven by “naked streets” it can be more 
effective to “remove.” 

“The	safest	roads	are	those	that	remain	the	least	
safe,	demanding	more	attention	from	drivers.”	

~ Jeff Speck 
“Walkable City” Keep it Complicated

“Dreaming	is	work...	I	want	a	dream	of	
me	watching	myself	sleep.”

~ Mitch Hedberg, comedian
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Awareness Caveat:

There is an instant of reactionary rejection when someone says you 
should “complicate your life,” even through reduction. In a time where 
everyone has two jobs, or has been laid off and entered the precarity 
market of free-lance asset usage (such as Uber, AirBnB, or Fiverr) one 
who mentions intentional complication is met with “Life is complicated 
enough,” to which the reply is undoubtedly, “True, fair enough.” We have 
a very real anxiety built into our daily survival. 

Any critic of capitalism, or advocate of Marx, would say this is the state 
the populace has been put in for continued subjugation, where working 
for survival leaves no free time, thus no thought of politics or rebellion. 
And so much less time for intentional betterment... but, damn, we sure 
can make some time for entertainment, eating, and social media.

In a Failed State, there is an urgency in which DIY is simply survival. In 
a First World country where one can make DIY YouTube videos, it is a 
bizarre hobby, at once prepping for the apocalypse while claiming labor 
and production on your terms instead of an employer’s terms, temporary 
shifting from white-collar to blue, and rejecting scalable economic 
entrepreneurship with a return to human time and constraint. It is 
irrational, and in this lies it’s redemptive qualities. 

The Privilege of DIY

I went to Home Depot, which was unnececsary, I need to 
go	to	the	apartment	depot...	which	is	just	a	big	warehouse	
with	people	standing	around	saying	“we	ain’t	got	to	fix	shit.”	

~ Mitch Hedberg, comedian
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Specialized language is a barrier that serves a distinct purpose 
in aiding the efficiency of communication in certain contexts and 
it signals community affiliation. To signal shift between classes, 
occupations, or cultures is, in part, a matter of language. It is 
primarily a matter of being interested enough to learn; i.e. class/
culture infiltration requires participation, up or down. 
So, get out of your comfort zone. 

“Taking	your	backsplat	to	hand,	you	brace	the	convex	angled	edge	
prone	against	the	tail-end	vise,	secured	with	the	dog	legs.	Using	
double	holdfasts,	and	careful	to	support	the	compound	chamfer	
edge,	stabilize	the	front	plane	into	a	perpendicular	orientation.	
If	you	don’t	have	a	tail-end	available,	use	a	pair	of	deep	throat	
bar	clamps	to	affix	the	lumber.	And	as	we	all	know,	when	two	
deep-throat	clamps	walk	into	a	bar	with	a	tail-end…	ha,	ha.	But	
all	kidding	aside,	preferably	you	would	use	a	maxon	twin	screw	
vise,	as	long	as	toe-in	is	taken	out,	knowing	any	slippage	creates	
uncertainty	and	loss	of	confidence.	Once	in	place,	you	can	roll	up	
your	sleeves	and	low-block	plane	that	proud	attenuated	curve	into	a	
slope	of	surety.”	

The Archipelago of Chair
Chapter 4

* “archipelago” is  taken from that crazy Jean-Francis 
Lyotard quote about the opacity of language. (pg 15)

Spline Joint
Chamfer bit
Mortis
Tenon
Shoulders
Vise (Twin Screw) 
Maxon Vise
Domino
Floating Tenon
dog holes
Flush Bit
Rabbit
Dado
Routing
Rip 
Centered 
Nominal
Angle Finder
Scribe
Pull Saw
Cross-cut Sled
Mitre
Jig
Cathedral
Cupping
Shakes
Checking
Hand plane
Bandsaw tires
Freeborn Lock Miter
Finger joints
Feather board
Veritas
Woodpecker
Jet 
Kreg
105” 1/4” with 6 tpi
12” 60 tpi blade
Sawzall
Glue spreader
T square with scribe
Butt joint 
Roman Ogee Profile
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Given all of this Marx conversation we have not touched much upon 
class, except to say almost no one talks about it since it has been flanked 
and outmaneuvered by culture and identity paired with an emphasis 
on wealth. Naturally, the primary point of building a chair from cruddy 
materials and using an A-shirt as the seat webbing is a recognition and 
frustration of class, and the touristic undertaking in a difficult task of 
labor and precision. 
The process (to go from conception, to copying a template as production, 
only to generate essays promoting authority and agency for the lame 
object) is ridiculous, and thus of a certain class. This is not uncommon 
to the DIY world. However, each project like this undertaken increases 
empathy and expands worldview, reduces apathy and complacency 
while promoting attentive engagement. 

“So	many	men,	by	mere	accidents	of	birth	and	opportunity,	
should	have	a	life	of	nothing	else	but	toil	and	pain	and	
hardness	and	inferiority	imposed	upon	them,	should	have	no	
vacation,	while	others	natively	no	more	deserving	never	get	
any	taste	of	this	campaigning	life	at	all,	--	this	is	capable	of	
arousing	indignation	in	reflective	minds.”	

~ William James 
“The Moral Equivalent of War” 1910
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“The	skilled	artisan	(and	artist)	gives	way	to	the	
unskilled worker: while the artisan used tools, the 
worker	is	reduced	to	a	tool	of	the	machine.	“	

~ Susanna Lindberg

The problem with Robots

Robots produce, but the product has a “loss of aura” due to non-
uniqueness, or if unique, it is a programmatic non-uniqueness that 
offers algorithmic glimpses into a non-human world. The objects 
produced offer little new that can relate to the human, thus the objects 
are casually consumed and do not manifest well as prosthetics for 
alternate modes of being. It is a deployment of non-knowledge. At 
best -and most boring- it is memesis, and no matter what we must 
remember robot politics are not ours. Thus only anthropomorphism or 
utility grants the robot object voice: this humanistic urge is our inherent 
need to overcome the gap between work and creation, to grant meaning 
(agency) and manufacture relation where we see production. 

The robot, while good at calculation and repetition, suck at conception. 

As technology advances and displaces humans, there is a humanistic 
reaction to ban robots so humans can have jobs, yet being forced to 
do a pointless, dumb, and mundane job is humiliating and demeaning. 
Technology became progressivism, and since machines were built for 
efficiency they were also seen as essential. However, “essentialism 
deplores social consequences.” Remaining focused on an ends/means 
relationship ignores the experiential engagement between the user 
and the machine, leading to the ultimate inversion wherein humans 
serve machines. “Meaning can exist beyond function, and far beyond 
efficiency.”1

Chapter 4

1 Andrew Feenberg “Questioning Technology”

Milton Friedman recalled traveling to an Asian country in the 1960s and 
visiting a worksite where a new canal was being built. He was shocked 
to see that, instead of modern tractors and earth movers, the workers 
had shovels. He asked why there were so few machines. The government 
bureaucrat explained: “You don’t understand. This is a jobs program.” To 
which Milton replied: “Oh, I thought you were trying to build a canal. If it’s 
jobs you want, then you should give these workers spoons, not shovels.” 

~ Stephen Moore, Wall Street Journal, 2009

Anecdote about robots and jobs
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The Chair, for instance, despite being loaded with all this 
textual baggage (forced agency), is an object for physical rest. 
It is a framework for support and upon use signals an end 
to physical effort and a movement into a different mode of 
being. So, it’s utility engenders my thanks and upkeep. As a 
human implement, it’s utility relates to me, and actually helps 
me in other aspects of life (thinking, eating, typing, watching 
media), thus I relate to it. I don’t relate to the machine that 
made it, unless that machine is a man. 
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Ryder Richards, ala Sloterjik, Fisher, 
Benjamin Noys, Frederick Jameson, 

and othersEscape Plans
Chapter 5

To get revenge on the structure that works against you, the system 
that hurts and alienates you, you must align with destructive forces 
powerful enough to rupture the current ideological hegemony in which 
we breathe. 

One proposal for this is Accelerationism.1 All other ideologies seem to 
be co-opted by capitalism. (For example: Democracy, humanism, technology, 

identity, class, and who even speaks of terms like responsibility, justice or honor 

anymore?) Capitalism is the only thing strong enough to break capitalism. 
The “accelerationist” tendency is not to put on the brakes, but to break 
capitalism through rushing headlong into its excesses, finding jouissance 
in dissolution. In this proposal, you must immerse into, bond with, the 
very thing that will destroy you. This reactionary sacrificial tendency, 
stemming from desperation and rage, is overly human. 

The reactionary rage (or “thymos”2) sacrifices identity, rationality, and 
rights in favor of an ideological warfare, essentially removing one’s 
“humanity” while attempting to refute the machinic-economic logic of 
production, stability, and operational systems to become something 
new and other, to become “finally human”3. This moves outside of the 
weak erotic (libidinal) psychotherapy of Freud, and into the power of 
Greek Gods: a return to primal lashing out, the nihilistic impulse of 
Fight Club, showcases the failure of free-market capitalism in which it’s 
functionaries self-destruct in spectacular fashion. 

1  See Accelerationism, Nick Land, and Benjamin Noys “Malign Velocities” ~ 
2Peter Sloterdijk “Rage and Time”
3 Finally human or the final human, is an ironic iteration of a non-human, a type 
of “kamikaze-ubermensch;” the prophesied overman operating on desire sans-
traditional-morality, pro-cybernetic, fully dissolved into the mechanistic for goal 
fulfillment. A Johnny Mnemonic or Altered Carbon character who has worked 
to amputate the protagonist’s reluctant humanity. This individual operates in 
dark markets, a neo-liberal sociopath, collapsing traditional markets to further 
transcend humanity’s weakness. As Noys says, this immersion is

 “going	hard	to	go	soft.”		
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As Fisher has discussed, the suicide rate and increase of mental illness 
in the last 40 years is a trend linked, in part, to increased bureaucracy 
and capitalist alienation. In any system an increasing cascade of 
corruption signals the framework is flawed or overloaded. The increasing 
percentage of victims are collateral damage to the accepted “natural law 
of capitalism.”4 Strategies and corrections must be invoked, some techno-
mythical wards must be invented to save us: let us apply more capitalism 
to our capitalism problem.5

Within Accelerationism’s futurism application of “more” there is also 
the “supplies are infinite in space” school of thought, which is really 
“capitalism in space,” and the strangely more feasible “digitize all 
consciousness” argument, which is inevitable “capitalism in the Oasis.”6 
But along the way to both of these futures we burn through all resources 
here. 

Or, God forbid, a political solution is offered. 

The DIY return to hand-craft production and/or nature is reminiscent 
of William James alternative for how to develop “healthier sympathies 
and soberer ideas,” for the youth to be conscripted into short term 
Nature programs rather than the military machine.7 Serving as a means 
to maintain martial values of discipline and fraternal bonding but in 
a pacifist role, the state would remain strong through integrating and 
educating the populace into equality and diversity through hard work. 
Similarly, and more frighteningly, Frederic James proposes the entire 
populace be co-opted into the military, thus solving universal healthcare 
(as all military and veterans are covered) and re-establishing the country 
under the only system that has the capacity to handle a Utopian shift.8

Chapter 5

4 To reiterate, capitalism was seen as a natural law of economics, and it took a great effort to 
raise awareness that it is a socio-political construct. Feenberg says technology’s essentialism is 
similar, and we rely on it to save us. Humanism is another unquestionable tenant of the times, 
thus accelerationism odd logic of ramping up destructive capitalism to save humanity from 
capitalism is immediately countered since “common sense” says the rights of humanity are 
inalienable laws. Yet humanism is a fairly new concept, similar to privacy, which is another 
revered, yet toxic, right. The fact that the destructive tendencies of these ideologies are on the 
rise is a signal, with the nihilistic exit strategies a glaring beacon. As usual, we will look to 
technology to save us. 
5 Irony of course, but mentioned by Patrick Deneen “Why Liberalism Failed” 2018 and several 
others, such as Fisher and Zizek. Others such as Naval Rivikant suggest that, yes, capitalism 
is innate to humans, as is cooperation, and the actual problem is the parasitic abuses of the 
system, which sounds eerily familiar to most Americans view of communism: great idea in 
theory, but doesn’t work in practice.
6 Ready Player One, “the oasis” is the digital alternate universe that equalizes the poor and 
rich, where style and intelligence are appreciated, thus the opiate of the masses is to stay 
in your trailer park or ghetto and do e-sports, pulling a bit from William Gibson or Neal 
Stephenson. 
7 “War is the romance of history”and “the possibility of violent death the soul of all romance” 
~  William James “The Moral Equivalent of War”  (applied to accelerationism the movement 
becomes an angsty youth’s romantic suicide.) “Martial virtues must be the enduring cement; 
intrepidity, contempt of softness, surrender of private interest, obedience to command, must 
still remain the rock upon which states are built”
8 Frederik Jameson “An American Utopia: Dual Power and the Universal Army,” where he lays 
out the repeated failures of the left to unite or achieve political change, thus the only practical 
solution remaining sounds insane. ~ On the other hand, perhaps we have a dark utopia: I read 
a tweet that said “the left has won the culture wars, now they are driving around shooting the 
survivors.” Are we in an anarchic, mostly free-market with the ability to say anything, face no 
repurcussions, and take down the powerful with a few words? That is something. 
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But if you are interested in maintaining a Democracy -instead of quasi-
militaristic socialist state- individual agency and desires must be 
balanced against the long-term survival of the nation. This requires a well 
educated populace with a willingness to compromise for the “greater 
good.” 9  Or we can continue to force people through social shaming. 10

Is it any wonder there is a nostalgic turn from the bleak future into the 
idealic past: a supposedly simpler time with direct skills and actions, 
communal bonds, and observable progress? Can DIY, instead of a toxic 
capitalist Pavlovian desire to be productive, simply be a re-enchantment 
with production that Marx saw as the natural state subverted? 

Naturally, we are still commodifying our behavior and garnering identity 
signals from our “projects,” so few of us can claim to be pure.11 This is, 
in part, socio-capitalist training to rationalize and further pursue our 
passions. Currently, in a time of post-structuralist quantum-field critique, 
we are all guilty.12 The ability to disengage from the critique, at least for a 
time, is crucial to forward momentum.13

9 John Dewey realized that the key to democracy was an educated populace. And the “greater 
good” theory requires self-sacrifice and global awareness that can often only be maintained 
through discipline... found in systems such as education and the military. It is also the fascist 
slippery slope, the trigger phrase that someone is going to suffer for someone else’s ideals. (See 
Shaun of the Dead.)
10 are we forgetting the resentment and anger that choked us, the gut pain hurt when we were 
bullied? We are revelling in our justice and rightness, fighting for the greater good, much like 
the church did for decades. Is the left the new oppressive religion, where speaking out against 
their current dictum is tantamount to being burned at the stake socially? Naturally I am 
conflicted on this: I want equality, but am aware that shaming only shut me up and let my rage 
burn. It didn’t change my mind and it hardened my heart. 
11 “The individual mirrors in his individuation the preordained social laws of exploitation, 
however mediated.” ~ Adorno, “Minima Moralia” 1951 p148
12 Quantum field theory operates at micro and macro scales, stating that the normal observable 
patterns take on alternate characteristics at these scales, involving much supposition. 
Expanding or contracting the field in order to better postulate the socio-political foibles of 
another’s actions might be fun intellectually, but it is part of the toxicity of reducing humanity.
13 George Orwell’s “1984” protagonist needs a physical space away from the thought police, 
at the illusion of privacy, from which to construct a mental space without policing his own 
thoughts. In such ways, social media and capitalism are the Panopticon, and to hide from the 
warden is key to releasing the behavioral programming. Of course, in true Panopticon fashion, 
hiding from the other prisoners is doubly tricky. 
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“We	are	using	the	acceleration	of	information	transmission	to	
decelerate	changes	in	our	physical	world.”	

~ Tyler Cowen, economist 
“The Complacent Class,” p.14

Despite Futurism’s ambition, there is evidence that we want contentment 
and safety more than change. We move less, protest less, and in general 
rebel less. We give up freedoms for security and ask for surveillance. 
Americans “wait around for contentment to be delivered.” 

This can be seen as a victory for the American dream in which prosperity 
has assuaged our restless spirit. Or a defeat in which the soon-to-be 
corpse of America is dying of neglected infrastructure through toxic 
policy making, unequal rights and access, and bureaucratic/educational 
bloat starving creativity in favor of supplication and medicated passivity.1 

As anthropologist David Graber shares, a 1950’s audience watching a 
new Star Wars movie would not be impressed: “they thought we would 
actually be doing this kind of thing by now. Not just figuring out more 
sophisticated ways to simulate it.”

Our futurism is superficial simulation while the world crumbles. The 
appearance of things dominates our waking dreams. Our will to DIY 
steps towards making the dreams reality. 

Aside about Futurism’s Future

1 Compared to the UK, American teenagers are 14 times as likely to be diagnosed with ADHD. While 
only 42% meet minimum standards of physical fitness. ~ Leonard Sax, MD PhD

By the way, to spell it out more succinclty: most of this text is about the 
irrationality of DIY in an irrational system. The investigation is why we 
do it, what it offers us, and if the “desires being fulfilled” and “engaged 
learning undertaken” translate the impulses of (and escapes from) 
capitalism into a productive, strong framework for citizens. 

Since defeating capitalism appears to only be possible by destroying 
humanity, what practices/processes offer us the best chance of a 
productive and diverse citizen cohort that can avoid descending into 
partisan bickering?  

Increasingly, as we live in the physically passive digital other-world, 
we have also outsourced our rebellion as we complain to authority 
rather than rebelling against authority. 
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Ryder Richards 

DIY Trying
Chapter 6

• DIY is a return to the self through accessing the body and “nature,” 
which is actually a loss of self. 

• There is discipline and punishment involved, like all good things. 
• It is irrational page 27

Based on the premise found in the “Aura” chart page 18 the craftsman has 
the ability to become machinic for a period of time: through ritual to 
become non-political. This escape from an over-politicized state of being 
into focused production takes discipline developed over time.1 As the 
DIY participant moves from Amateur to Craftsman (professional) they 
cross into this mode of being, momentarily leaving behind internalized 
traits mirrored to them through society to engage an external task 
involving a synchronicity of body and mind. 

The project itself is unimportant (and the results are most likely less 
than desirable to anyone). The rewards for the DIY (amateur) are 
empowerment and fulfillment with tangible, immediate results, often 
the exact opposite of an institutional job with bureaucratic oversight.2 

The point is to engage in a situation that is productive; to gladly enter 
the struggle to create, to engage in an obvious failure, and thus lose 
your multiplicity of curated selves and the normalized self-oversight 
momentarily. 

In so doing there is an outlet (a space) for the human emotions of rage, 
lust, and/or pride, but in the moment of shaping the externality these 
emotive mechanisms can fall away, leaving a more permanent addiction 
to the self absent the reflective other. I would call this a moment in the 

present. Upon return from this state, wherein the project is now a result, 
the work of commodification and attachment of ego, biography, and 
agency automatically begin. 

It is not meditation, or an effort towards “nothingness” or “relaxation” 
which seem antithetical to our time, but a harnessing of our most 
toxic impulses into an over-loaded state, reducing self by ramping up 
complexity beyond socio-cultural desire. It is temporary, but the lessons 
in it persist as a discipline.

For DIY, and for much of art, the appeal is in part a return to the nostalgic 
image of production. But beyond nostalgia there is a struggle against 
the frictionless, easy immersion of the capitalist economy and society, 
with its lowered barriers to entry and access. By returning to bodily 
temporality and physicality there is a limiting mechanism on production, 

1see anecdote on the repression of “self-reporting mechanisms” during Flow state, R. Maleck 
1 on irrationality:  There is a “tendency” Negri and Marx talk about, where departing from facts tends to 
prove itself through the revolution’s verification. Or, taking leave of facts your thoughts can be proven right 
when the revolution comes true. To be rational and efficient is synonymous with capitalist and machinic. The 
notion put forward by some smart people is that you must take leave of your senses, for if the water you swim in 
is polluted you can never have clear ideas.
2  I would put a large percentage of academically trained artists in the DIY (amateur) category, instead 
of craftsman, including myself. The role of most artists to be situationally aware: upon making a mistake 
they pause to expand upon it, as such constantly turning failure into “investigative experience,” and seldom 
accomplishing the original intent. To the craftsman this is an embarrassing failure covered by bullshit. ~ 
Many artists now rely on craftsman (or technician), cogitating ideas and relying on others to manifest their 
vision, which means production is a collaborative effort, but most artists do not acknowledge this. It is the 
primary difference I find: the DIY community gives, the artworld is scared, so it takes. (I certainly hope no 
one has read this far, so no one can get mad about that statement.)
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even if that mechanism is bursting with desire and passion. The return 
to the body (in production) can serve as a bottleneck, or buffer, for the 
psychological impacts of easy desire fulfillment. 

In an even more new-agey slant, DIY promotes anthropocentric 
identification with materials, even with post-processed nature, such 
as plywood. (Is Home Depot where wood comes from?) This is the 
vaunted return to nature, in which materiality and haptic tactility push 
against the digital dominion. Material understanding is more difficult, 
kinesthetic, and multi-sensory promoting relations that hint at Object 
Oriented Ontology, but are human-o-centric rather than promoting a 
new pantheism of anti-privilege. 

The point is to establish humans with richer relations to the world, 
utilitarian knowledge, and a diversity of class relationships. In these 
moments of “being human” they enrich their base, providing a broader 
network upon their cyclic return from the mountaintop. 

We now self-educate, self-advance, and to do so we participate in 
communities that focus on an external, typically non-political, practice. 
Beer brewing, glass-blowing, local farming all require knowledge and 
commodities, necessitating a pool of resources. In the act of learning 
we build and diversify our community, aligning as emotive humans with 
shared interests instead of being fans of the same politics.3 These are 
authentic relations versus manufactured relations: their “truth content” 
is higher than that of an abstract ideology (though seldom as powerful). 

DIY is considered (by me) as a retreat from meaningful social or political 
engagement. However, DIY builds many of the virtues James and 
Jameson discuss without resorting to authoritarian practices.4 If and 
when the DIY and Craftspersons emerge from the state of the emotive 
or non-political, respectively, into the realm of artist/political, the 
revolution will be strong. 

3 “if you toe the party line you are not a clear thinker.” (Naval Ravikant)
4 perhaps not obedience, but perhaps a revolutionary citizenry with apocalyptic skills is 
required. 

“The	path	leads	over	the	dead	body	
of	capitalism,	but	here,	too,	this	is	
a	good	path.”		
 ~ Brecht
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Thank you for reading “The Will to DIY.”
Naturally, these ideas will change as I learn and grow. 
I hope the framework laid out provides another means by which to 
consider your movement through the world. 
 ~ Ryder

ryderrichards.com	
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